
Welcome to Museum of

Theoretical Physics

open 24 h.

Entrance : free of charge



Fomes toxicum ⇒ poison bracket
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Let’s take a cup of Maxwell coffee

Maxwell Equations
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and a glass of Lagrange wine

Lagrange Equation

d

dt
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and a glass of Higgs wine



and a glass of Moutard Champagne

Pseudopotentail via

Moutard transformations

ux ,y = λ(x , y)u



and read a novel

D’Alembert’s Principle -

Andrew Crumey A Novel

in Three Panels Picador,

October 1999∑
i

(Fi −miai)δri = 0



and finally pay a bill

Hamilton equation
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Nikola Tesla



Albert Einstein, bronze fountain, Ulm



The geometry of Faddeev-Popov ghost



Let’s check the Einstein formula



Super Theory of Gravitation



Quantum carpets made simple



Discovering Higg son



Powder for boson



Cosmological Evolution with Dark Energy



Toothpaste in Universe

The Hydrodynamic Behavior of Supernovae

Explosions

Colgate, Stirling A. White, Richard H.

Astrophysical Journal, vol. 69, Issue 8 p.537

(1964)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling Colgate



Follow to ⇒ Schrödinger Equation



Where is a vortex?



The Quark cheese on the breakfast

Quark is a smooth, fresh,

unripened cheese with a

flavor and texture . It is

a common European

cheese and is used in

baking and cooking , and

also as a fresh cheese.

You can eat it straight like cottage cheese, as

a spread on bread, or a topping for foods

either sweet or savory.



Quark in 2375 Star Trek



Brane-Antibrane Backreaction in Axion Monodromy
Inflation



Neutrinos as pseudo-acoustic ether phonons

CH3 − O − CH3



The horn in the kaon to pion ratio



Testing Inflation: A Bootstrap Approach



Quantum echoes in Smale Horseshoes

Using Horseshoes to Create Coherent

Structures?



String Theory - It is simple



Quantum Cat - and String Theory



Skyrme hedgehog



Discrete - Time Goldfishing

The goldfish dynamical
system is characterized
by two formulas, the first
of which provides the N
Newtonian equations of
motion, while the second
provides the solution of
the corresponding
initial-value problem.



Quaternion Solution for the
Rock’n’roller:

Box Orbits,Loop Orbits and Recession



A twisted spectral quadruple

for quantum SU(2)



Bag model of quark confinement

In NICA “Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility’’ bags

Do not open Freedom for quarks



ATLAS Detector







We are looking for Schrödinger’s cat



Thanks very much for visting the

Museum of Theoretical Physics

All persons are invited to send to the Museum the photo of some
objects which are funily connected with the Theoretical Physics
We would like to thanks B. Broda, A. Crumey, T. Fischer and M.
Kopisch, for sending photos to the Museum

Director of the Museum
Ziemowit Popowicz


